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Introduction 

Because of the limited space available, this 
paper is being written with little introductory 
material, or discussion of the overall PEP Magnet 
Power Supply System that was covered in the previous 
Accelerator Conference paper.(l) Rather emphasis 
is placed on the hardware that has been produced and 
any changes that have occurred in the major techni- 
cal components. At the time of the conference all 
of the Injection and Beam transport system is in- 
stalled and beam has been run down the South Injec- 
tion tunnel two-thirds of the way to the ring. The 
chopper system for powering the Ring Bend, Quadru- 
pole, and Sextupole circuits is prepared for instal- 
lation when the region 8 surface building is avail- 
able for occupancy in early April, 1979. The last 
major system, the bipolar Trim and Steering supply 
system is partially completed and orders for the re- 
mainder are now being placed for delivery in June, 
1979. The following sections will describe each of 
the system3 in more detail. 

Chopper System 

The chopper system powers 19 separately current- 
regulated 400 amp-maximum magnet circuits and one 
1400 amp-maximum bend magnet circuit. Of the 19 
circuits there are 9 quadrupole, 9 sextupole, and 
one Wiggler families of magnets. All the circuits 
feed strings of magnets distributed around the ring 
from the main power supply location at Region 8. 
Five of the 400A circuits with high numbers of mag- 
nets around the ring require two choppers in series 
at Region 8, and the bend circuit “has supplies at 
Region 12 and 4 in addition to the two choppers at 
Region 8. All the choppers at Region 8 are fed 
from two 2 MW-maximum DC supplies which will be dis- 
cussed in the next section. 
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shown in Figure 3). The firing pulses are also 
routed through this chassis on BNC tee’s (for moni- 
toring), the cables having come from the remote 
CAMAC crate where all the chopper controllers are 
located. The coaxial, firing pulse system termin- 
ates in 50 ohms at the pulse transformers located on 
the chopper channel. 

Substantial audio-noise reduction is obtained 
by employing panels made of ceramic ceiling-tile 
backed by 5/8” sheet-rock right adjacent to the 
chopper channel to enclose it in the rack. The top 
and the end panels are immediately removable to 
allow quick access to the chopper channel for test- 
ing or replacement. The 15db reduction of the pre- 
dominantly 6 kHz noise obtained by this technique 
reduces the ambient level right outside the rack to 
62db. The substantial volume of space still remain- 
ing in the racks allows for the possible future add- 
ition of an output filter on the choppers. Filter- 
ing is not necessary to achieve the desired 100 
ppm-or-less magnetic field ripple with the choppers 
running at 2 kHz, but there could possibly be prob- 
lems of noise coupling into adjacent control-and- 
monitoring circuits from the water-cooled cable runs 
around the ring. 

Extensive testing of the choppers has been 
done in a 1MW test facility located at the Bevatron 
at LBL, This facility also provided the means for 
testing the three-phase full-wave-bridge thyristor- 
controller used as the 0 to 600 volt DC supply for 
the chopper family. All the choppers have been run 
at rated load for at least an hour at this facility. 
A 1400A and a 400A chopper were also run simul- 
taneously from the common DC supply to check for 
possible interactive effects. The controller boards 
for both units were mounted adjacent to each other 
in a CAMAC crate as they will be in the final 
installation. No problems were encountered in these 
tests. 

Previous developmental work at this test 
facility led to the adoption of the current-commu- 
tated chopper circuit shown in Figure 1. The first 
type of circuit tested was described in the last 
paper( ‘1 and employed voltage commutation. In 
this type of circuit a voltage of the order of the 
supply voltage is applied across the turned-on 
chopper thyristor at the time commutation is to com- 
mence. The commutation worked well, but voltage 
transients caused by the rate-of-change-of-current 
through unclamped stray inductance at the end of 
commutation caused commutation thyristor failures 
and seemed difficult to correct, This circuit, 
which worked well at a 300V supply level using 9OOV 
thyristors, proved difficult to upgrade to 6OOV 
operation with 1200V thyristors, Operation with 
thyristors rated above the 1200V level is undesir- 
able because the turn-off time of the thyristor 
starts to climb beyond the 15~~ provided by the 
Westcode R220 units employed throughout the choppers. 

The current-commutated circuit doesn’t have 
the possibility of inductive voltage buildup on the 
commutating thyristor because by the nature of the 
circuit it is not in the current path at the time 
just before the load current commutates from the 
source-commutator circuit to the free-wheeling-diode 
circuit. However the voltage on the commutating 
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capacitor does rise to a peak value above the supply 
voltage at this time as a function of inductance in 
the circuit, and this capacitor voltage is impressed 
across the commutating thyristor. So a satisfactory 
balance must be struck between this peak voltage, 
and the minimum allowable inductance in series with 
the DC supply as determined by the di/dt capabili- 
ties of the chopper thyristor. The current-commu- 
tated circuit behaves as described in the Dewan 
textbook,(2) with the exception that the induc- 
tance in series with the DC supply is not included 
in the expressions. Until recently the current-com- 
mutated circuit has not been as widely used as the 
voltage-commutated type because of the 50% increase 
incurred in the turn-off time. Recent advances in 
thyristor design have substantially reduced this 
time (with the Westcode R220 the increase is only 
12$) * 

The commutator LC circuit is designed such 
that the peak ringing current is approximately twice 
the rated DC output current of the chopper. Choos- 
ing 22 ps as the Ipeak/ time results in a 33 ps 
half-cycle time and a 15 kHz commutating frequency. 
Using 22 us turn-off time on a 15 us device provides 
the internal overcurrent sensor the means to commu- 
tate-off a fast-rising fault-current. All the com- 
mutating capacitors are of 5 PF value; the 400A 
chopper using 3 of them and the 1400A using ten. 
The rms current in each capacitor is approximately 
120A. 

The complete controller for a chopper is 
built on one CAMAC card (Figure 4). This card 
receives its reference signal as a 16 bit word, 
differentially buffers the transductor feedback sig- 
nal, amplifies the error signal and converts it to 
24 volt firing pulse via a ramp generator, compara- 
tor, and pulse amplifier. There are eight cards per 
crate and four crates for the system. The whole 
system operates from phased-clocks which are phased- 
locked to a multiple of the 60 Hz line frequency in 
the vicinity of 2 kHz. The system can also be oper- 
ated from an internal, variable-frequency oscillator 
to allow searching for possible loaded-transmission- 
line resonances in the magnet circuits, and then 
choosing an appropriate line-synchronized frequency. 
Phased-clock pulses are availabe from the system 
clock at 30° intervals, in order that the firing 
setup of all the choppers being fed from a given DC 
supply can be chosen to minimize the current ripple 
in the capacitor bank on the output of the DC supply. 

D.C. Supply System 

A 2 MW DC supply is shown in Figures 3 from 
the back side. As noted before the 1400A chopper is 
also shown in the adjacent rack because the racks 
will be shipped to the PEP construction site in this 
fashion. This group of 30” deep racks, plus an 
identical set but of the reverse output polarity, 
comprise the DC supply system for all the choppers. 
They are located in three rows of 8 racks each. Two 
of the rows are located on one side of the DC 
supplies row, and the other on the opposite side. 
The 400A choppers are each fed from the DC supplies 
via separate quadraflex cables composed of four 
4/O’s with a ground return in the center, which 
originate from along the busses at the top of the 
back of the P.S. rack. These separate feeds are 
necessary to prevent interaction between the various 
units and to minimize the feed inductance, The 
cable trays are routed to the various choppers such 
that the length of feed-cable is the same in all 
cases and each inductance is approximately 2.5 ph . 
Because of the lower inductance required to feed the 

1400 A chopper3 of 0.75 ;Ih , a parallel plane bus 
with l/4” insulation separating the busses comes 
directly from the D.C. supply bus structure, and the 
multiple 4/O’s connecting the terminals to the chan- 
nel are tightly bundled. The choke for the LC fil- 
ter is at the bottom of the rack. 

The capacitor bank on the output of the power 
supply is also designed to minimize the output 
inductance , Separate, equilength quadraflex cables 
go from the bus structure at the top through fuses 
to each of the 14 capacitor banks. The leads are 
connected with quick-disconnect Multilam connectors, 
and each bank of eight capacitors is then removable 
by undoing a couple of wing-nuts. There are four 
pairs of series 3,100 uF , 450V capacitors to each 
bank for a nominal 50A rating, making a total of 
87,000 ~.IF and 700A. Each bank is fused with indica- 
tion at 120A. The fuses are intended to provide 
disconnection if a capacitor in any bank shorts, 
where the total current is monitored by a current 
transformer which provides a warning and trip-level 
indication. A failed-fuse counter determines the 
allowable level for the total rms current in the 
capacitor-bank. The sum of these capacitor’s fusing 
energy is half the clearing energy of the 1600A fuse 
in the big chopper, so that the chopper fuse will 
always go first in the event of a load-side chopper 
fault. The 700A rating is just above the ripple 
current if the Bend Chopper is operating alone at 
half-voltage. 

The 6-pulse thyristor controller is mounted 
on the front of the power supply. This 2MW unit was 
purchased from Research, Incorporated at a cost of 
$3/KW, and provides a voltage-controlled output and 
fast-turnoff for detected over-current in any of the 
three-phase 480V lines. A pneumatically actuated 
shorting-bar can only be applied when the circuit 
breaker is tripped and all voltages at Regions 8, 
12, and 4 are detected at zero volts. The bar 
shorts the DC output voltage, the 3 phase 48OV 
input, and the output terminal of the 1400A chop- 
per. The chopper output is included in this set to 
prevent any possibility of voltage from the Bend 
Supplies at regions 12 or 4 appearing at region 8 
while the power supply is open. 

Trim and Steering System 

The DC supply is a bipolar, 40 volt, 1OOOA 
unit used to provide power for the 24 transistor 
actuators located above the supply in the double 
rack. There are nine of these power supplies for 
PEP: one in each of the Instrumentation and control 
racks at each region, and one each Regions 8 and 10 
and sector 30 to provide for various Injection sys- 
tem requirements. The supplies are 24 inches high 
and utilize a 480/34V three phase transformer with a 
star secondary. The rectifier assembly at the left 
of the rack is fed from the transformer with 4/0’3. 

The diodes are single-sided water-cooled with thin, 
large area, copper busses on the otherside. The 
buses make up to water-cooled 25 lib chokes, which in 
turn connect to the output vertical-bus-structure 
which runs-ups the center of the wireway in the 
middle of the rack. The output filter capacitors 
connects directly to the busses via short leads to 
minimize the inductance. With this f, = 90 hz 
filter a modest reduction of approx. l/10 is obtain- 
ed for 360 hz ripple components, but far more 
importantly the commutation spikes are substantially 
reduced, The switchgear is located in a box in 
front of the transformer and the ON/OFF chassis and 
meter chassis are located at shoulder level in the 
racks. Each actuator is fed from the DC busses 
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through current limiting fuses of appropriate size 
to protect the particular magnet load on each 
actuator. The primary protection is in the 
overcurrent circuit of the actuator which has a 
choice of three settings. 

The actuator chassis is shown in Figure 5 from 
the top, There will be 184 of these units initially 
installed in PEP. The nominal rating is 2 37 V at 
60A, but it is being used for 105A applications. 
The determining application criteria is that the 
dissipation in the actuator in either polarity out- 
put cannot exceed 800 watts. The multilam connec- 
tors are all rated nominally for 90 amps, and the 50 
watt shunt resistor must be changed to a lower value 
of resistance for applications over 60~. 

The amplifier and control card on the right con- 
tains: (1) the buffering, amplification, and com- 
pensation necessary for the 100 ppm current loop 
and 4OV output level, (2) status sensing for over- 
current, overpower, and glitch detection, (3) status 
output both digital and visual. The heat sinks on 
the left for the PNP and NPN transistors, emitter 
resistors, and shunt are water cooled and covered on 
the top with a printed-circuit board which provides 
the emitter bus on one side, the base circuitry on 
the other, and pin mounting sockets for the transis- 
tors which are installed from the bottom. The tran- 
sistors are fastened to the copper heat-sink through 
f’pem” nuts installed in the copper. Soldering the 
output-connection braid to the p.c. board emitter 
gives ample surface area for 60-80A operation, but 
should be doubled for higher currents, 
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Fig. 2 430 amp Chopper Module 

Fig. 3 1400 amp Chopper and 211w DC Power Supply 

Fig. 1 Current-Commutated Chopper Circuit 
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Fig. 5 i 37V, hOA Actuator 


